
Rail Line Purchase
Passes Milestone

In August, while many of us were away on vacation, the
hardworking staff at the County’s Regional Transportation
Commission came to an amended price for the Union Pacific
Rail Corridor of $14.2 million, a major step forward in the
negotiations process.

Does that mean we are going to buy the rail line? Well, it
means we are a lot closer. First of all, it is a very positive sign
that the Commission made this news public, as it indicates a
high confidence level absent in past communications. In fact,
they publicly stated that their goal is to finish the purchase
“by the end of the year.”

Specifically, the new agreement means that the
Commission will no longer be negotiating with Union Pacific
regarding various pieces that the Commission has finished
studying including the condition of the bridges, the actual title
of property, and the business plan. Rather, the lower price
(almost $5 million lower) reflects an agreed upon devaluement
of the line based on these studies. That’s a big piece of what

continued on page 7

Santa Cruz may be focused on
ending the Bush era, but in the upcom-
ing November election we also have an
important opportunity to change the
status quo in our county. For years, our
County Supervisors have promoted poli-
cies that indulge our oil addiction by
promoting sprawl and freeway-oriented
planning. The votes at the Supervisorial
level have been 3 to 2 in favor of auto-
mobile-oriented transportation and land
use. With Jan Beautz retiring, voters
are being offered a real choice with John Leopold’s candidacy in
the First District (Live Oak, Soquel Village, Northeastern Santa
Cruz, and the mountains behind). John Leopold has been endorsed
by every local democratic organization and enjoys support from
both labor and environmental groups.

John Leopold has consistently said no to highway widening and
nonsensical thinking about transportation. His positions on

John Leopold for Supervisor
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John Leopold, candidate
for Supervisor, 1st District.
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The City’s plan to build a $42 million, five-story parking garage
at the site of the Farmers’ Market has inspired opposition from
numerous groups and individuals in Santa Cruz. People Power, the
Campaign for Sensible Transportation, and some downtown busi-
ness owners have formed the Committee for a Vibrant Downtown
(CVDT), united to promote the greener alternatives known as
Parking Demand Management (PDM).

The blueprint for PDM applied to downtown already exists in
the Master Transportation Study (MTS) that the City and UCSC
paid for and received in 2003. The MTS recommends that
customer parking be given priority in the surface lots and parking
meters by shifting permit and all-day parking to the multi-story
garages, and by pricing parking to favor short-term over all-day
use. In addition, the MTS recommends “parking cash-out,” an
incentive program of cash, bus passes, and credit at bike stores
for employees who use alternative commute modes. According to
the MTS, “Managing parking and demand for vehicle travel are
the most cost-effective ways to shift travel behavior.”

Another Downtown Parking Garage? No Thanks.

Downtown Farmers’ Market—Site of the proposed five-story parking garage.
continued on page 9
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People Power did a
photo survey of the three
multi-story garages over
the busy Labor Day
weekend with results
that call into question
the city staff’s estimate
that a “parking deficit”
exists. The formula the city’s staff uses to estimate parking
demand—every 400 square feet of retail, restaurant, office
or theater space requires one parking place—appears to be
inaccurate. Photos taken on Friday and Saturday show the top
floors of each garage virtually empty at the peak hours of 3:15PM
Friday, and 5PM and 7:30PM Saturday.

Interviews with business owners in the section of downtown
declared by city staff to have a “parking deficit” have indicated
support for greener alternatives:

• Nicolas Roure, Toadal Fitness: “I think other options
should be considered first.”

• Karl Heiman, Caffe Pergolesi: “As a business owner in
Parking District 4, we would like to see downtown Santa
Cruz grow and expand onto Cedar Street. We do not want
to see Cedar Street become a ‘parking dumping ground.’”

• Jonathan Schneiderman, Metamusic Records: “It would
be sad if they put the garage in. The aesthetic downtown
is already a problem.”

• Wade Hall, Spokesman Bicycles: “Our business has
entirely changed. We’re seeing people come in for
commuting bicycles.”

Also opposed to the garage are District 4 business owners
David LeVan, of Well Within, and Minho Cho, of Shogun.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
The City Council will consider funding the design of the

garage at a future meeting, though the date is not yet certain.
Once the date for the meeting is announced, we will publicize
it. For now, you can contact City Council members and let
them know that you don’t want another parking garage:
EMAIL: citycouncil@ci.santa-cruz.ca.us / TELEPHONE: 420-5020.
People Power wants to flood the City Council with emails and
phone calls opposing the garage and promoting the innovative
green alternatives. For more information, call 425-0665. �

Thursday, October 2nd
is Fall Bike-to-Work Day!

Fall 2008 Bike to Work/School Day is just around
the corner. Pedal to one of our 16 FREE BREAKFAST
sites and receive a delicious and healthy breakfast.

In addition to breakfast, participants who register at a
site or online are eligible to win a $500 cash prize!

Be a part of this community tradition and improve your
health while reducing your carbon footprint.

See you there!

For more information, or if you are interested
in volunteering, visit us online at:

www.bike2work.com or call 426-5925 x128.

AN EVENT BY ECOLOGY ACTION

Parking Garage continued from page 1

In the last issue of
the Update, we introduced
CoolCycles, People Power’s
new public school educa-
tional program. As the
project developed this summer, we renamed it Green Ways to
School and are launching at Santa Cruz High School this fall.
Green Ways will help students understand the connections
between personal transportation choices, global and community
issues, and human well-being.

We are starting the program with fun, hands-on activities to
get students excited about biking—the most accessible, practi-
cal, and efficient mode of sustainable transportation.

Monday, September 22nd is World Carfree Day! We will see
students taking paved spaces normally devoted to cars and
transforming them into creative and inviting public spaces. One
space will be a “PARK,” complete with grass, plants, and a
bench. Students will start to question the uses of space and
resources. We want them to ask, “Why do we devote so much
time, space, and energy to cars?” “What is the true cost of all
this car use?” and “How can we do things differently?”

These questions will be explored in classroom presentations
and assemblies with Carolyn Martin, program coordinator. The
consequences of our car-centered society, such as peak oil,
climate change, and health problems, will be examined, as will
different solutions from around the world.

Students will learn how they can get involved with local cam-
paigns and projects run by People Power, Bike Shop at Harbor
High, Bike to Work/School, and others.

We’ll address safety as part of a coalition working towards
safe routes to schools, along with Ecology Action and the
Community Traffic Safety Coalition. We are excited to have
Saskia Lucas from Bike Smart continue to work with Santa Cruz
High students, teaching hands-on bike safety and traffic skills.

Community businesses are getting on board the effort to
encourage Green Ways to School, through support of our Car Free
Lunch Program. Students who bike, walk, or bus to school
will enjoy a discounted lunch at participating restaurants.
Lunchtime educational speakers and activities will be sched-
uled at places like Saturn Cafe, a local vegetarian restaurant
and teen gathering place.

Students without a bike can pick up a free fixer-upper and
get access to a community shop thanks to the Bike Church.

As students gain awareness of transportation issues and
enjoy getting around by bike, they will become more involved in

the efforts to improve our community. Some students who have
met over the summer are already inspired by their experiences
using sensible transportation, and want to make changes.
Kenneth Lee-Thomas, a student at Santa Cruz High, is an avid
cyclist and bus rider who is excited to work with Green Ways: “I
used to get excited about getting a car,” he says, “but now I have
a bus pass and a bike, and I can get anywhere I want.” At one
meeting, he and other students talked about working on a cam-
paign to improve King Street and other bike paths and lanes near
their school. Students will be establishing Car-Free Fridays at
school, creating art and media projects, and going on bike field
trips to explore the community. Connecting the issues with their
local surroundings, these students are going to make a big dif-
ference. We can’t wait to see where Green Ways will take them!

COMING SOON . . .
Parade for King Street! A youth and community event to support
the proposed improvements to the King Street corridor. We need
your help—Green Ways to School wants to connect youth with the
People Power community! If you want to get involved, contact
Carolyn at 425-0667 or greenways@peoplepowersc.org.

IMPORTANT DATES:
Sept 19 Bike Tune Up Day at Santa Cruz High School. Volunteer
mechanics welcome as are donations of functioning bikes.
Sept 22 World Carfree Day at Santa Cruz High School. Join others
around the world in this day of creating change. Green Ways can
use donations of sod, potted plants, board games, patio furni-
ture, refreshments, and traffic cones. If you want to help create
a PARKING space, ideas and volunteers are also needed!
Oct 2 Countywide Bike to Work/School Day by Ecology Action.
Oct 9, 16, 23 Bike Smart! Bike Safety Trainings at Santa Cruz
High School. �

GO ULTRA GREEN: Ride a Bike and Win $500Santa Cruz High School Is Exploring Green Ways to School

New at the Hub – Steve Schnaar, Hub Staffer
A few years ago, the Hub for Sustainable Transportation

moved to our current location at 703 Pacific, allowing the Bike
Church to greatly expand in size and scope. With the recent
departure of our next door neighbor, the Serpent’s Kiss, the Hub
has taken the opportunity to expand once again.

This is great news for People Power and the Hub. Next month,
People Power will move into the storefront on Pacific Avenue.
This will increase visibility and encourage more drop-ins. There
is also lots of potential for future expansion of current Hub proj-
ects, or for additions of new groups to our community.

For now, there are no bike- or transportation-related organi-
zations seeking space, so the Hub will be renting space to two
new community projects: the Computer Kitchen (which will recy-
cle old computer parts and provide support for the Hub and other
non-profits), and an Infoshop (an anarchist library and meeting
space organized by some of the same people as the Free Skool
and Guerilla Drive-In. Part of their plan is to transform our park-
ing lot into a beautifully gardened outside seating area.)

Volunteers with building experience are needed within the
next few weeks. Then we need lots of folks to help us move the
office on October 1st. We also need exterior doors, 2x4’s and
2x6’s, drywall, drywall screws, windows, baseboard, and light fix-
tures or lamps. Call Micah at 425-0665 to help out. �

DOWNTOWN
EMPLOYEES
COLLECT:

• $$$

• BUS PASSES

• CREDIT AT BIKE STORES

Program coordinator Carolyn
Martin talks with Green Ways
to School participant Selina
Rodriguez. Selina has been
an awesome intern at People
Power and is now expanding
her committment to sensible
transportation by being part
of the first Green Ways to
School activities.
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A NEW LEAP OUT OF THE
OIL MESS – Michael Levy

The prospect for an
oil-free, livable Santa
Cruz took a leap forward
on August 21 with the
first public event held by
the new grassroots move-
ment Transition Santa
Cruz (TSC). TSC, which counts several People Power members
among its core group, held a well-attended screening of the
peak oil movie A Crude Awakening, thus beginning the ambi-
tious project of creating a Transition Initiative here.

“Transition Initiatives” was started in Ireland and England
by college students and community activists inspired by the
leadership of permaculturalist Rob Hopkins. Hopkins realized
that people could move more effectively for real change when
offered the opportunity to create a positive vision for their local
communities than when they are threatened with doomsday sce-
narios of climate change and energy crisis. At the same time, he
realized that addicts, including fossil fuel addicts, need to con-
front their addiction as the first step toward getting out of it.
Transition Initiatives evolved as a multiple-step process that
moves from raising awareness of the issues and the possibility of
exciting, transformative responses, to incubating model projects
that demonstrate local self-reliance and community-building, to
the creation of a comprehensive Energy Descent Action Plan by
the community. (Much more about Transition Initiatives can be
found at transitionculture.org.)

We at TSC aim to fill a needed gap, where local citizens have
mostly not yet begun to dream about how we are going to
thrive—or even survive—as fossil fuels fade from our lives,
which they inevitably will. Projects that might grow out of (or
link to) TSC could include: reclaiming public and private land-
scapes for growing food, developing a local currency, “transition
tales” future visioning projects in local schools, classes and
workshops in basic living skills forgotten during the age of
cheap energy, and many more. Although we plan to support all
these projects, there is no way we can (or should) run them all.
That is where you come in! What would you like to help launch
in Santa Cruz that will be an important part of our lives and
livelihoods, post-oil?

The next TSC event will be on Friday, September 19, when
Jennifer Gray, one of the early Transition activists from England,
will speak at Green Drinks, Cool Ideas, at 5:30PM at Greenspace,
1122 Soquel Ave. To get involved or get on the TSC mailing list,
send an email to transitionsc@baymoon.com. �

5th ANNUAL PEOPLE POWER
FUNDRAISING DINNER

Monday, October 20th
6:00PM at Clouds Restaurant

(110 Church Street, downtown Santa Cruz)

More on Local Elections…
In addition to the race for

Supervisor in Live Oak, there are
important elections coming up in
both Santa Cruz and Capitola. Also
on the ballot are statewide initiatives,
including one for high speed rail.
People Power is working hard to iden-
tify which initiatives and candidates
(besides John Leopold in Live Oak)
would best support a society with
sensible transportation. As usual, in
early to mid-October we will publish a
special election edition of the Update to aprise members of our
endorsements. We also will post up-to-date announcements on
our website: www.peoplepowersc.org.

That said, it would be hard to imagine People Power not
endorsing Dennis Norton in the race for Capitola City Council.
On the Regional Transportation Commission until two years ago,
Dennis was the leading champion for the purchase of the rail
corridor and a train and trail along the tracks. At home in
Capitola, Dennis has tried to close streets in the village to cars
so as to facilitate more social and economic interactions. If you
live in Capitola and have some time to help Dennis with his
campaign, call him at 476-2616. �

Dennis Norton, candidate for
Capitola City Council.

The back room of Clouds is an elegant local institution with seating for 50.
Call 425-0665 for reservations.

City News… At least one important bike project
in the city of Santa Cruz is being built as we speak and others
are in various stages of planning. Many thanks to City Council
and staff who take bikes seriously—even if we sometimes dis-
agree about priorities and approach.

THE BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE over the San Lorenzo
River next to the freeway is UNDER CONSTRUCTION as of this
week. This structure will join the river path loop and provide an
important connection between northeastern Santa Cruz and
downtown. Special thanks to Joe Hall, of the Redevelopment
Agency, and Assemblymember John Laird, who secured state
funding two years ago.

AN UNDERPASS at the Highway 1/Highway 9 intersection will
connect downtown to the Tannery Project and Harvey West,
allowing cyclists and pedestrians to avoid crossing at the high-
way intersection. The project is funded and is awaiting approval
by Caltrans. Construction should begin summer 2009.

Plans for bike lanes OR a bike boulevard on King Street
continue to move forward. Public Works staff is working on basic
cost projections, a more detailed parking survey and a demon-
stration plan of where automobile traffic diverters might go and
what effect they would have on automobile traffic along the
Mission/King Street corridor. �

World Carfree Day–September 22
World Carfree Day is an

annual celebration of cities
and public life, free from the
noise, stress, and pollution
of cars. World Carfree Day
began in 2000 as a call for
a grassroots celebration of cities without cars. Since then,
September 22 has been celebrated by people around the world
with events that showcase alternatives to the automobile. The
World Carfree Network invites organizations and individuals
around the world to join (www.worldcarfree.net).

But we do not want just one day of celebration and then a
return to “normal” life. When people get out of their cars,
they should be able to stay out of their cars. It is up to us, it is
up to our cities, and our governments to help create permanent
change to benefit pedestrians, cyclists, and other people who
do not drive cars.

As the climate heats up, World Carfree Day is the perfect
time to take the heat off the planet, and put it on city planners
and politicians to give priority to cycling, walking, and public
transport, instead of to the automobile.

Join with people around the world on September 22 to
celebrate World Carfree Day. If you have a project in mind, let
us know how People Power can help. Call 425-0665. �

Come celebrate another year of advocacy while
supporting further efforts on your behalf in 2009.

Tickets are $30–75, sliding scale, for a full-course
buffet-style dinner with options of meat or vegan entrees.

(Beverages may be purchased separately.)

All proceeds will go to People Power, thanks to Clouds.

Shopping at New Leaf?
Don’t forget to bring your own bags and receive

an envirotoken to donate to People Power. For each
envirotoken from the Mission Street and Downtown
stores, New Leaf gives us 10¢. The donations from

this program are a major source of funds that
help pay overhead costs.

Thanks to New Leaf and to shoppers for their support!

Bicycle/pedestrian bridge under construction.



needed to be agreed upon. Furthermore, each negotiated part of
the deal makes both parties more willing to share information
and iron out smaller details.

There are still some important negotiations ahead, however,
with regard to how freight will be handled, including how trans-
fers from the branch line to the main line at Watsonville junction
can occur (and at what price to different parties) and how all
that will affect our ability to enact passenger rail. Because these
issues are so arcane, the Commission has recently hired two
experienced railroad consultants to help sort it all out. They will
also develop a plan for running the freight service on our section
of the short line, once we acquire it.

People Power is working hard to ensure that no parts of the
agreement will preclude the potential for a trail and a passen-
ger train along the corridor. The Commission appears to share
our objectives and is working to finish the purchase. Knowing
what’s left to be accomplished, it would be a happy surprise if
the deal was finalized within the year. Nonetheless, reaching a
conclusion with regard to deferred structural maintenance and
other issues is a major milestone. We can all be fairly optimistic
that the purchase will occur in the near future. It also is a
good time to thank the staff and Commissioners for their dedi-
cation and resolve in getting us this far. They can be reached
at 460-3200, 1523 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060, or
info@sccrtc.org. �
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It has now been almost three years since my wife Akiko and I
brought Tamarah into the world. There have been many, many
challenges, but needing to drive has not been one of them.

When I told people that “we” were pregnant, more than one
person asked me if we were going to get a car, now that we “were
a family.” (Actually, Akiko already has a car, but, as I never drive
it and she rarely drives it, most people didn’t know that about
us.) To be honest, their concern made me a little anxious. After
all, I’d never had a child before and I was looking for role
models, and pretty much all the families I knew drove cars. In
hindsight, this has nothing to do with the babies and everything
to do with the parents.

The thing that is obvious to me now is that children—
especially babies—really don’t like cars. In my experience, adults
don’t particularly like cars either, but we sometimes like being
able to get somewhere fast in them. Tamarah, who is two-and-
a-half, has no real interest in being anywhere quickly. She is
excellent at living in the moment, which cars are not particularly
helpful for. She doesn’t like being restrained in a car seat—who
would? Nor does she particularly like long stretches of not being
able to sit on her mama or papa.

Tamarah’s favorite transportation is walking, preferably on
the river levee, because there, neither she nor her parents need
to worry about cars. After that she likes riding in the “Princess
Bike”—a special cargo bike in which she sits up front. She likes
riding in the Burley trailer too, especially when she’s tired, as it
is a good place to nap. She really like trains because she can
wander around and visit people. (She once crawled into some-
one’s lap after a short introduction.) She prefers Amtrak to
Caltrain because she is more likely to find plenty of empty seats
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Thanks to the foresight and hard work of the County’s Regional
Transportation Commission (the RTC) it appears likely
that the public will own the Union Pacific Railroad
corridor within the year. It is clearly time for a
public discussion about what we as a com-
munity want to do with this underutilized
transportation corridor. Our vision is a rail
WITH trail system along the corridor that
would enable residents to engage in
short trips by foot or bicycle, while pro-
viding an option for longer trips via a
local tram connected to statewide trans-
portation systems, including Caltrain, at
the Watsonville Junction. We call it the
Green Line.

The Union Pacific Railway corridor is a
32-mile-long linear strip of property between
Davenport and Watsonville with an average
width of 80 feet, currently used to haul freight
three times a week. The corridor passes within one mile
of over 120,000 people—about half the residents of Santa Cruz
County—as well as many of the regions’ major employers,
schools, public facilities, and state parks. It is basically flat
(trains don’t do well at grades over 3%) and avoids crossing
most minor residential streets. According to engineering firm
Mesiti-Miller, “a rail-with-trail facility on the current UP right of
way is feasible based on the width of the available corridor,
excepting a few short segments diverted to public streets.”
Over 65 trails in the United States currently operate adjacent
to working rail lines. They are uniformly popular, safe, and
well-used.

A trail along the right way would attract some of the over one
hundred thousand daily trips that are less than three miles in
length (one-third of all trips in the county). A trail system could
eventually span the entire Monterey Bay, creating a destination
recreational opportunity, but more importantly (and more imme-
diately), the rail trail would allow families to get to school, the
store, and the beach by foot or bicycle, resulting in decreased CO2
emissions and better human health. The RTC is in the process of
planning for the “Sanctuary Scenic Trail” network, which will
include the spine of the system—the rail trail. We need to make
sure that the plan prioritizes our everyday lives, in addition to
our scenic opportunities.

For longer trips, many of us would enjoy a clean, quiet public
transportation system that would join the coastal commu-

nities of Watsonville, Aptos, Live Oak, Capitola, Santa
Cruz, and Davenport to each other—and to desti-
nations around the state and nation. Such a
system is in the planning stage in Monterey
County, where rail transportation is current-
ly being developed to bring Caltrain and
Amtrak to Watsonville Junction (where the
Santa Cruz branch line terminates just
past the county line), while developing a
local system to Salinas and Monterey. As
a community it behooves us to imagine
using our tracks to connect to these larger
systems as well as creating access to dif-

ferent parts of this county.
Advocates for such a system are describ-

ing it as a “tram,” though it has yet to be fully
defined—allowing us a chance to envision the sys-

tem together. How can we make a tram quiet and low in
emissions while still providing for maximum usage and mini-
mum subsidy? How can a tram coexist with freight service with-
in the context of restrictive federal railroad guidelines? While the
RTC need not flesh out plans for a rail system before the pur-
chase of the line, they do need to make sure that all agreements
with Union Pacific include the various options for future passen-
ger rail. The specifics of this part of the purchasing agreement
should be carefully negotiated by a business consultant familiar
with the railway industry and written into the agreement.

While we are busy trying to acquire the rail corridor, fixed line
systems in medium density areas similar to Santa Cruz County
are going up as fast as the price of gas. Systems in Austin,
Columbus, Nashville, Norfolk, and Yakima are under construc-
tion and will join operating systems in Buffalo, Charlotte,
Camden, Newark, Tacoma, and even the megalopolis known as
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Studying the above systems provides a
diverse look at how communities like ours are responding to
questions of congestion and climate change.

Taken together, the rail with trail system will comprise a
“Green Line” along the coast of Santa Cruz County—a new
system of transportation that will highlight the ecological
sensibilities of our community; it will work in tandem with our
excellent Metro bus system, and provide relief to our overused
road system. It is ours to imagine. �

Rail Line continued from page 1

CAR FREE WITH CHILD – Micah Posner to climb on. She also enjoys the bus, as she enjoys people, and
the bus is a good place to ask pertinent questions like “where
are you going?” and “why do you go work?”

As for NEEDING a car—Tamarah was born at home, and we
didn’t use a car or bike with her for the first four months of her
life. I’ve always said that in case of a medical emergency we
can call an ambulance, but we’ve never had to. We used a car
to get to the Sierra Nevada this summer to go backpacking, but
that was definitely something that I “needed,”not Tamarah. She
would have been happy going to Big Basin like we did last year.
(She’d be happy “walking” to New York for that matter, as long
as we had plenty to eat and she was with her family.)

As a parent I still have many years of negotiating soccer
practices and extended family get-togethers, and I can’t pretend
to know how it is all going to pan out. So far, though, my child
has only inspired me to go slower and walk more. It seems to me
that what children want most is love, which is not something
that you can drive to. �

A Vision for the Green Line – Micah Posner
The article below was originally published as an opinion piece in the Santa Cruz Sentinel.

Tamarah Posner Minami enjoys her Princess Bike and wishes that all her toddler
friends could join her—free of car seats.



Bike Smart! Trains Santa Cruz High
“Green Ways to School” Students in
Art of Sharing the Road

Student members of a new sustainable transportation pro-
gram at Santa Cruz High School will learn bicycle street skills
hands-on in Bike Smart! trainings this fall. Green Ways to School
participants will educate and inspire fellow students and staff
to go green by getting to school car-free through various activi-
ties and events. Bike Smart! lead instructor Saskia Lucas is
excited about working with this new youth-driven group and the
opportunity to “empower students to bicycle confidently, pas-
sionately and safely and to be ambassadors for bicyclists who
embody the art of sharing the road with motorists.”

Bike Smart! Rolls in to New
Watsonville Bike-to-School Sites
with Bicycle Street Skills Training

Students at Pajaro Valley and St. Francis High Schools will
soon get on a bike and ride in Bike Smart! hands-on bicycle
street trainings this fall. Both schools are new Bike to School
sites and held their first free breakfast event for bicyclists last
May. This fun event will be repeated at the schools on fall Bike
to Work/School Day on October 2. In the Bike Smart! events,
including a presentation and a bicycle skills obstacle course,
students will learn the legal rights and responsibilities of bicy-
clists, essential safety equipment, and best practices for ped-
aling safely.

Bike Smart! Youth Bicycle Safety Program, a project of
Ecology Action, teaches bicycle street skills to Santa Cruz
County youth in 4th-12th grade. Bike Smart! coordinates with
schools and community organizations to conduct classroom
presentations, interactive bicycle skills obstacle courses
(“rodeos”), community rides (on-road training), and bicycle
safety education booths at events. To learn more about Bike
Smart!, visit www.bikesmart.org or contact Saskia Lucas at
saskia@ecoact.org or (831) 426-5925 x129. �

CYCLIST TIPS FOR RIDING SAFELY
AROUND TRUCKS AND BUSES

The Community Traffic Safety Coalition and Ecology
Action bring you these bicycling tips on how to prevent
collisions with big trucks and buses:
1. Be Very Careful or Refrain from Passing Large Trucks.
If cycling behind a truck, stay back. Pay special attention to
a truck’s signals. Don’t get fooled—trucks and buses some-
times need to swing wide to the left in order to turn right.
If a truck is turning, don’t even think about cutting around
on the side.

2. Stay Visible. Drivers of large vehicles have a hard time
seeing what’s around them, especially bicyclists. Definitely
don’t “hang-out” on the sides of trucks or buses. Bicyclists
are also easier to see when they wear bright colors and use
bike lights whenever there is low light. Eye contact with
drivers is another important way for bicyclists to be sure
they are seen.

3. Ride Legally and Predictably. By law, bicyclists must
follow the same rules of the road as automobile drivers.
Truck drivers expect cyclists to follow traffic laws. Bicyclists
who obey the rules of the road are predictable, safer, and get
respect as equal users of the road.

4. Narrow Lanes—Avoid the “Squeeze Play.” When traffic
lanes are too narrow for bicycles and large vehicles to share
side-by-side, the safest place for bicyclists to ride is in the
middle of the lane—and the law allows it. When you ride in
the middle of the lane, drivers see you better and they will
need to wait to pass safely. Also, remember to pull over and
let faster-moving traffic pass when you are being followed
by five or more vehicles—it’s the courteous and legal thing
to do.

5. Sidewalk Safety and Courtesy. In general, the safest
place for bicyclists to ride is in the road, not on the sidewalk.
Truck drivers look at the road and might not see you on the
sidewalk. If you must bicycle on the sidewalk, look out for
cars in driveways and check for traffic first before going
into the road.

6. Communicate to Navigate. Communication is key when it
comes to sharing the road. Bicyclists use hand signals and
eye contact to tell drivers where they plan to go, just like
drivers use blinkers. When other road users know what
you’re going to do, there are fewer accidents.
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Bike!Bike! Comes to SF, September 25–29
Throughout the world there are a

growing number of community bicycle
projects that strengthen local commu-
nity and increase access to hands-on
learning opportunities. Low-cost bike
repair skills are being taught while the
social challenges of patriarchy, racism,
sexism, and classism are being addressed.

Bike!Bike! is an annual conference of community bicycle
projects with people coming from all over to share skills, knowl-
edge, and experience. A weekend of workshops, skillshares, and
social events will broaden our understanding of community bicy-
cle projects and expand our potential. This year’s conference is
organized and sponsored by the Bicycle Kitchen in San Francisco
and our own Bike Church here in Santa Cruz.

The conference takes place in San Francisco, September
26th–29th, and on the 29th there will be a group ride from San
Francisco to Santa Cruz.

We are arranging to house, feed, and provide loaner bicycles
to conference participants. If you would like to donate or find out
how to help, go to the website: www.bikebike.org. �

transportation and land-use would help reduce carbon emis-
sions, fix crumbling roads, and create alternative transportation
options. John would be a great ally on the Board of Supervisors
for People Power members. His vote would swing the county
towards sensible, sustainable transportation.

John’s opponent, Betty Danner, is a supporter of Highway 1
widening and other sprawl-oriented land-use policies. Given
that planning and land use are probably the most important
things that County Supervisors deal with, there are very clear
differences between these two candidates. John Leopold’s cam-
paign needs donations and volunteers to call voters and walk
precincts. Your help will ensure his success this fall.

HOW TO HELP
• Money: John needs to raise $80,000 to get his message out to
every voter in his district. His opponent can easily loan herself
thousands of dollars, but John needs to get that money from peo-
ple who care. Please send checks (up to $250) to Friends of John
Leopold, P.O. Box 7550, Santa Cruz, CA 95061.

• Precinct walking: Micah and other People Power members will
be going door-to-door on October 5th and October 19th. Meet at
10AM at Brommer Street Park both days to join us.

If you live in the First District there are a couple other ways to
get involved.
• Hosting a coffee get-together is a great way to meet some of
your neighbors and allow people to meet John. The campaign will
help you set up the event and make flyers to distribute to your
neighbors.
• Becoming a precinct captain is also a great way to get
involved. A precinct captain takes responsibility for a precinct and
agrees to work that area until the end of the campaign. This
requires a decent amount of dedication and persistence, but it
also helps the campaign immensely.

For more information you can visit John Leopold’s website:
www.friendsofjohnleopold.com, or call Sean at 431-7487. To
speak to John directly, call him at (831) 566-0122. �

John Leopold continued from page 1 UPCOMING BIKE CHURCH CLASSES
All classes provide an opportunity for hands-on learning
in a supportive environment. No prior experience is
necessary! Classes are free (donations accepted).

Intro to Bikes, Maintenance, and the Bike Church
Saturdays: Oct 18, Nov 15, Dec 20; 11AM-1PM
Practical overview of the bicycle from brakes to shifting.
A useful introduction to our shop for newcomers.
Contact: 425-BIKE (425-2453) Facilitator: TBA

Build a Bike Wheel
Sundays: Sept 14, Oct 12, Nov 9, Dec 14; 11AM-2PM
Start with a hub, a rim, and some spokes and end up with a
bike wheel! You can buy the materials ($20-30) and keep your
wheel or build a wheel to donate to the Bike Church.
Contact: 425-BIKE (425-2453) Facilitator: Ellie

Women/Transgender Bike Workshop
Sundays: Sept 21, Oct 5, 19, Nov 2, 16, Dec 7, 21; 11AM-2PM
Bike maintenance has traditionally been overwhelmingly male-
dominated. We provide safe space for women and gender
minorities to work and learn skills. Taught by women/queer
mechanics.
Contact: 430-6654 Facilitators: Ann, Idit, Ellie, Emilyn
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High-Speed Rail on the Ballot
An exciting proposal to build a high-speed rail system

in California will go to voters this November. According to
cahighspeedrail.ca.gov, the train would travel from San Jose
to Los Angeles in just over two hours, passing through
Gilroy. For a more complete report and our recommendation,
see the special election issue of the People Power Update,
coming out in mid October. �
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